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A B S T R A C T

This paper investigates the performance of three different wave model source term packages in narrow fetch
geometries. The packages are used to model the sea state in a complex coastal system with narrow fjords
on the west coast of Norway. The modelling system is based on the Simulating WAves Nearshore (SWAN)
wave model that is forced with winds from a nested atmospheric model and wave spectra from a regional
wave model at the boundaries. The performances of the recent ST6, and two older SWAN white-capping and
wind input packages, are evaluated by comparing modelled spectra and integrated wave parameters against
five wave buoys. The comparison covers long-term statistics and two case studies of narrow fetch geometries
(i) without swell and (ii) with swell-wind sea conditions. SWAN’s original saturation-based approach performs
best in the fjord system. In narrow fetch geometry without swell, all packages overestimate the wave energy.
ST6 shows the highest sensitivity to fetch geometry and local wind changes. The results indicate that the ST6
white-capping is too weak to balance its strong wind input.
. Introduction

The development of infrastructure in coastal areas demands accu-
ate information of environmental conditions, such as winds and waves.
nowledge of the local wave climate is essential for a number of marine
ctivities, e.g., aquaculture, and maritime and energy applications.
owever, the need for long-term wave statistics with high spatial and

emporal resolution cannot be fulfilled with measurements alone. Thus,
umerical simulations are essential to fill these gaps. The accuracy
f wave model predictions has been significantly improved in recent
ears (e.g. Cavaleri et al., 2018, 2020). Several hindcast and reanalysis
atasets have shown good quality in offshore conditions (e.g. for the
orth Atlantic (Reistad et al., 2011; Haakenstad et al., 2020) and the
orth Sea (Lavidas and Polinder, 2019)). These advances are mainly
ue to improved source term formulations and more accurate wind
ields from atmospheric models (Cavaleri et al., 2018).

The wave field estimates in coastal and semi-enclosed areas are less
ccurate than offshore because of islands, shallow waters, tides, tidal
urrents, and complex orography that affects the quality of the wind
orcing. As discussed in several studies (e.g. Cavaleri and Bertotti, 2004;
rdhuin et al., 2007; Pallares et al., 2014), the orography affects the
uality of local wind field estimates and in turn also the wave field

∗ Corresponding author at: Norwegian Meteorological Institute, Allégaten 70, 5007 Bergen, Norway.
E-mail address: konstantinos.christakos@met.no (K. Christakos).

estimates. In complex coastal areas, such as in fjord systems, a high
resolution atmospheric model can capture orographically steered wind
that determines local wave growth (Christakos et al., 2020a). The qual-
ity of the lateral boundary wave conditions has a major impact on wave
predictions in exposed shores. Christakos et al. (2020a) performed wave
model simulations with and without wind forcing in a fjord system
exposed to the open ocean. The simulations (excluding the extreme
cases) showed quite similar results in the outermost fjord locations,
illustrating the dominant role of boundary wave conditions over the
locally generated wind sea. For coastal applications, there is also a need
for a high-resolution bathymetry. Inaccuracies in bathymetric data can
affect processes such as dissipation due to bottom friction and depth-
induced wave breaking, both of which are often a central part of the
performance of nearshore wave models.

Roland et al. (2014) suggested a list of factors that affect the quality
of modelled significant wave height. They found that the second most
important factor – right after the accuracy of forcing fields – is the
source term formulations. The source terms are empirical approxima-
tions of the processes that contribute to wind–wave growth, decay
and spectral evolution. In the case of wind-generated waves in deep
water the source terms are wind input, wave dissipation and resonant
nonlinear wave–wave interaction.
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What we will refer to as the Komen approach to parameterize
hite-capping dissipation is widely applied and well established in
ave modelling. It is based on the pressure-pulse model of Hassel-
ann (1974), which was parameterized for wave models by Komen

t al. (1984). It is the default method in SWAN (Booij et al., 1999),
AM (The Wamdi Group, 1988) and MIKE21-SW (DHI, 2017), and it

s an option in WAVEWATCH III (The WAVEWATCH III® Development
roup, 2016) and TOMAWAC (Benoit et al., 1997; TOMAWAC, 2020).

n this approach the white-capping dissipation is a function of the mean
avenumber and steepness. In mixed wind sea-swell conditions the
omen approach dissipates more swell energy than in cases with no
ind, while also overestimating the wind-sea height in the presence
f swell because of its dependency on the mean wavenumber and
teepness (see van der Westhuysen et al., 2007, and references therein).

An alternative, saturation-based approach, was introduced by Alves
nd Banner (2003) and developed further by van der Westhuysen
t al. (2007). This approach removes the dependency on mean spectral
teepness by instead employing the local spectral saturation. van der
esthuysen et al. (2007) showed that modelling wave dissipation using
local saturation gave better results in mixed wind sea-swell conditions

han Komen’s approach. This saturation-based approach has also been
ncorporated in spectral wave models such as SWAN and TOMAWAC.

In recent years, new developments in white-capping and wind input
ormulations (known as ST4 Ardhuin et al., 2010 and ST6 Babanin
t al., 2010) have been implemented, mainly in WAVEWATCH III,
ut also in SWAN (for ST6). Compared to older approaches, these
ormulations are more sophisticated and include newer features, such
s negative wind input and swell dissipation. They also have a high
umber of tuning options, thus allowing more advanced calibration.

The performance of ST6 for open sea conditions have been reported
n several works. van Vledder et al. (2016) studied the wave conditions
uring a severe storm in the southern North Sea. They concluded that
he ST6 package gave the best model performance in terms of the
pectral shape and several integrated wave parameters, including the
ignificant wave height and the spectral period 𝑇𝑚−1,0

. Rogers et al.
2012), Zieger et al. (2015), Stopa et al. (2015), Liu et al. (2019) and
avidas and Polinder (2019) have tested the ST6 source terms across
large number of idealized and real-world applications. However,

he new parameterization has not been extensively tested in coastal
reas. Amarouche et al. (2019) evaluated ST6 and a combination of
hite-capping formula by Janssen (1991) and exponential wind growth
y Komen et al. (1984) in the western Mediterranean Sea. They advised
he use of a calibrated version of the latter combination due to its better
erformance and shorter simulation period. However, in Norwegian
jord areas, Stefanakos et al. (2020) found that the wind input and
hite-capping of Janssen (1991) systematically overestimates the wave
eights.

Our overall objective is to find appropriate source term formulations
n SWAN for white-capping and wind input under narrow-fetch condi-
ions in semi-sheltered seas. The location of our investigation is a fjord
ystem (Fig. 1) on the west coast of Norway, which serves as an excel-
ent example of narrow-fetch geometry in the presence of strong wind
orcing. The wave climate on the west coast of Norway is characterized
y strong swell from the North Atlantic Ocean (Semedo et al., 2014;
hristakos et al., 2020b) and frequent passages of extratropical systems.

n addition, coastal phenomena – such as low level jets (Christakos
t al., 2014) and wind channelling (Christakos et al., 2020a) induced by
opography – also affect the local wind sea, creating a mixed sea state
f wind sea and swell. The narrow fetch in itself also affects the growth
f the waves (Pettersson, 2004). We base our assessment of the source
erms on both long-term statistics and two cases of narrow fetch geome-
ries with: (i) no swell and (ii) mixed wind sea-swell. Three different
ormulations for white-capping and wind input are evaluated against in
itu measurements. Special attention is given to analysis of the different
ource terms related to the fetch geometry. This is, to our knowledge,
he first paper that studies the effect of the narrow fetch geometry on

he performance of source term packages in different sea states.

2

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the modelling
ystem, followed by Section 3, which describes the data and the meth-
ds employed. In Section 4 we present the overall model performance
nd selected case studies. Section 5 discusses our results. In Section 6,
e end by summarizing and concluding our findings.

. Description of the modelling system

The study area (Fig. 1) is described in Christakos et al. (2020a).
n Sulafjorden buoys A, B, C, and D (Breidsundet) are deployed, and
uoy F in the fjord cross-section of Vartdalsfjorden, Voldsfjorden, and
ovdefjorden, as shown in Fig. 1. Sulafjorden is approximately 10 km

ong with an average width of 4.6 km. Because of its exposure to the
orwegian Sea, the wave climate in Sulafjorden is usually characterized
y mixed wind sea and swell conditions, while the inner parts of the
jord system, such as location F, are unaffected by swell. The fjords are
00–700 m deep, much deeper than the shelf area which is less than
00 m over most areas. In storm conditions, wave dissipation due to
ottom friction and depth-induced wave breaking occurs off the coast
n shallow/transitional waters, before reaching the fjord system.

.1. The wave model: SWAN

The wave model SWAN is a third generation spectral model mainly
eveloped for nearshore applications. The SWAN wave model is also
apable of reproducing fjord wave conditions (Christakos et al., 2020a;
erman et al., 2019). In this study the SWAN cycle III version 41.20

s used. As a spectral model, it estimates the evolution of wave action
ensity 𝑁 = 𝐸∕𝜎 by applying the action balance equation,

𝜕𝑁
𝜕𝑡

+
𝜕(𝑐𝑥𝑁)
𝜕𝑥

+
𝜕(𝑐𝑦𝑁)
𝜕𝑦

+
𝜕(𝑐𝜎𝑁)
𝜕𝜎

+
𝜕(𝑐𝜃𝑁)
𝜕𝜃

= 𝑆
𝜎
. (1)

Here, 𝐸 is the wave spectral energy, 𝜎 the intrinsic circular frequency
(in absence of a surface current, 𝜎 = 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓 [rad s−1], where 𝑓 is
the linear frequency [Hz]), and 𝑐𝑥 and 𝑐𝑦 are the group velocity vector
components in geographical (𝑥, 𝑦)-space. The 𝑐𝜎 and 𝑐𝜃 represent the
propagation in frequency-direction (𝜎, 𝜃) space. The term 𝑆 represents
the total source term, consisting of in all six source terms in SWAN,

𝑆 = 𝑆in + 𝑆ds + 𝑆nl4 + 𝑆nl3 + 𝑆f ric + 𝑆brk . (2)

Here, 𝑆in is the energy input by wind, 𝑆ds is the dissipation induced
by white-capping, 𝑆nl4 is the nonlinear wave energy transfer between
quadruplets, 𝑆nl3 is the triad nonlinear interaction, 𝑆f ric is the bottom
friction, and 𝑆brk is the depth-induced wave breaking (e.g. Holthuijsen,
007). Since our study is focused on relatively deep water areas, the
erm for triads is switched off. The wind input term contains a linear
nd an exponential growth term. A sensitivity study (not shown) found
hat the linear term had only a minor effect on wave growth and is
herefore neglected. For our fjord applications, we therefore focused
n 𝑆in, 𝑆ds, and 𝑆nl4.

.1.1. The KOMEN package
In SWAN, the current default white-capping dissipation is the pres-

ure pulse model of Hasselmann (1974), formulated by Komen et al.
1984) and defined as (e.g. SWAN team, 2017),

ds,KOMEN(𝜎, 𝜃) = −𝐶ds,KOMEN

(

(1 − 𝛿) + 𝛿 𝑘
�̃�

)(

�̃�
�̃�PM

)𝑝

�̃� 𝑘
�̃�
𝐸(𝜎, 𝜃). (3)

Here 𝐶ds,KOMEN (=0.24 × 10−4), 𝛿 (=1), and 𝑝 (=4) are tuning param-
eters, 𝑘 is the wavenumber, and �̃� = �̃�

√

𝐸tot is the mean spectral
steepness. 𝐸tot is the total energy of the wave spectrum, i.e., the
integral over all frequencies and directions. The �̃� and �̃� are the mean
wavenumber and the mean circular frequency. The �̃�PM corresponds to
the mean spectral steepness of a Pierson–Moskowitz spectrum. A study
by Rogers et al. (2003) showed that 𝛿 = 1 (the default value in SWAN
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Fig. 1. Left: The model domains on the west coast of Norway: the outer (D1) with a grid resolution of 1000 m × 1000 m and the inner domain (D2, red rectangular) with a 250
× 250 m resolution. The colour represents the water depth in metres. Right: Inner domain with location of buoys D, A, B, C, and F. Illustration of fetches (distances between

hore and buoy) with 5 degree resolution and the corresponding widths (same colour with fetch) at location F.
T
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1.20) improves the wave energy estimates over 𝛿 = 0.5 proposed
y Komen et al. (1994).

The wind input term is estimated according to Komen et al. (1984),
hich in turn is based on experimental results by Snyder et al. (1981),

in,SNYDER(𝜎, 𝜃) = max

[

0, 0.25
𝜌a
𝜌w

(28
𝑢∗
𝑐

cos (𝜃 − 𝜃w) − 1)

]

𝜎𝐸(𝜎, 𝜃). (4)

Here, 𝑢∗ =
√

𝜏∕𝜌a (where 𝜏 is the wind stress) is the friction velocity.
The estimation of 𝑢∗ is made according to Zijlema et al. (2012). 𝑐 is
the phase speed of the wave component, and 𝜌a and 𝜌w are the air
and water densities, respectively. The direction of the spectral wave
component is 𝜃, and 𝜃w is the direction of the wind. This white-
capping/wind input package will hereafter be denoted KOMEN. Eq. (4)
is based on field observations of weakly forced waves, where 𝑈5 (the
wind speed at 5 m height) had values up to 8 m s−1 (Snyder et al.,
1981). For wind speed ranges of 2–12 m s−1, Hasselmann and Bösenberg
(1991) came up with similar results to Snyder et al. (1981). Thus, we
consider Eq. (4) appropriate for weak to moderate wind conditions, but
its validity is not proven for strong wind events.

2.1.2. The WESTH package
As an alternative to the Komen approach, van der Westhuysen

et al. (2007) modified the saturation-based method of Alves and Banner
(2003) and implemented it in SWAN. In contrast to the approach
taken by Komen et al. (1984), this method expresses white-capping
without the �̃� and �̃� dependencies, which are problematic in mixed
wind sea and swell conditions. This method is based on experimental
results showing that white-capping is associated with the nonlinear
hydrodynamics within wave groups. The formulation reads:

𝑆break,WESTH(𝜎, 𝜃) = −𝐶ds,WESTH

(

𝐵(𝑘)
𝐵r

)𝑝′∕2

[tanh (𝑘𝑑)]
2−𝑝0
4

√

𝑔𝑘𝐸(𝜎, 𝜃).

(5)

ere, 𝐶ds,WESTH (=0.50×10−4) is the white-capping parameter, 𝑑 is the
ater depth, 𝑔 is the acceleration due to gravity, and 𝐵(𝑘) = 𝐸(𝜎)𝑘3𝑐g

(𝑐g is the wave group velocity) is the azimuthally integrated spectral
saturation. The latter is well correlated with the breaking probabil-
ity (Banner et al., 2002). When 𝐵(𝑘) is below the threshold saturation
level (𝐵r = 1.75 × 10−3) there is no breaking, but a background dissi-
pation of wave component is present with 𝑝′ = 0. When 𝐵(𝑘) exceeds
𝐵r , there is wave breaking and 𝑝′ equals a calibration exponent 𝑝0. To
give a smooth transition between these two conditions, 𝑝′ is expressed
as function of 𝐵(𝑘) (Alves and Banner, 2003).
3

The dissipation is separated into a breaking and a non-breaking
part (SWAN team, 2017):

𝑆ds,WESTH(𝜎, 𝜃) = 𝑓br (𝜎)𝑆break,WESTH + (1 − 𝑓br (𝜎))𝑆ds,non−break . (6)

he 𝑆ds,non−break term is expressed by Eq. (3). Similar to the parameter
′, 𝑓br is a smooth transition function (SWAN team, 2017).

The wind input applied in the saturation-based parameterization is
ccording to Yan (1987), which combines the expressions by Komen
t al. (1984) and Plant (1982),

in,YAN(𝜎, 𝜃) =

{[

𝐶1

(

𝑢∗
𝑐

)2

+𝐶2

(

𝑢∗
𝑐

)

+𝐶3

]

cos (𝜃 − 𝜃w)+𝐶4

}

𝜎𝐸(𝜎, 𝜃).

(7)

where 𝐶1 = 4 × 10−2, 𝐶2 = 5.52 × 10−3, 𝐶3 = 5.2 × 10−5, 𝐶4 =
−3.02 × 10−4 are coefficients (given by SWAN team (2017)). For strong
wind conditions, i.e., young wind sea (𝑢∗∕𝑐 > 0.1), the wave growth
rate has a quadratic relation to the inverse wave age (𝑢∗∕𝑐). For weaker
winds, i.e., older sea (𝑢∗∕𝑐 < 0.1), the relation becomes linear. Similar
to KOMEN, the estimation of 𝑢∗ is according to Zijlema et al. (2012).
This package is activated in the SWAN model with the command GEN3
WESTH and is hereafter denoted WESTH.

2.1.3. The ST6 package
ST6 is a recent formulation included in SWAN version 41.20. The

package is also implemented in WAVEWATCH III, as documented
by Zieger et al. (2015). The ST6 implementation in SWAN has only
minor differences to that of WAVEWATCH III (Rogers et al., 2012;
SWAN team, 2017). ST6 is an observation-based scheme that contains
wave-turbulence interaction (swell decay), positive and negative wind
input, and two-phase white-capping dissipation.

The wind input formulation is given as

𝑆in,ST6(𝜎, 𝜃) =
𝜌a
𝜌w

𝜎𝐺
√

𝐵𝑛𝑊𝐸(𝜎, 𝜃), (8)

where

𝐺 = 2.8 − [1 + tanh(10
√

𝐵𝑛𝑊 − 11)]. (9)

Here, 𝐵𝑛 = 𝐴(𝜎)𝐸(𝜎)𝑘3𝑐g is the spectral saturation (a measure of
steepness), and 𝐴 is the narrowness of the directional distribution. The
narrowness is defined as 𝐴−1 = ∫ 2𝜋

0
𝐸(𝜎,𝜃)
𝐸max(𝜎)

𝑑𝜃, where 𝐸max(𝜎) is the

maximum density over all directions, but A is set to unity for dissipation
calculations in SWAN.
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In addition to the positive wind input, ST6 also allows a negative
ind input component that reduces wave growth in the part of the

pectrum that experiences adverse wind stress. This is formulated as

(𝜎, 𝜃) = 𝑊1(𝜎, 𝜃) − 𝑎0𝑊2(𝜎, 𝜃), (10)

where 𝑊 is expressed as the sum of the positive wind input

𝑊1(𝜎, 𝜃) = max2
{

0, 𝑠ws
𝑢∗
𝑐

cos (𝜃 − 𝜃w) − 1

}

(11)

nd the adverse (negative) wind input,

2(𝜎, 𝜃) = min2
{

0, 𝑠ws
𝑢∗
𝑐

cos (𝜃 − 𝜃w) − 1

}

. (12)

Here 𝑎0 is a tuning parameter and 𝑠ws is a scaling parameter, which is
set to 32 in SWAN 41.20.

There are three available formulations in ST6 for the estimation of
𝑢∗ =

√

𝐶𝐷𝑈10 (where 𝐶D is the drag coefficient) in the wave model.
ollowing the SWAN notation, the formulations are: HWANG (de-
ault) (Rogers et al., 2012), FAN (Fan et al., 2012), and ECMWF (Guen-
her et al., 1992). In the HWANG formulation, the drag coefficient is
nly a function of wind speed. On the other hand, FAN and ECMWF
se an iterative procedure for estimating 𝑢∗ based on the actual seas

state. In FAN formula, 𝑢∗ is a function of both wave age and wind speed
whereas in ECWMF it is a function of air flow and wave-induced stress.

The white-capping term 𝑆ds,ST6 is the sum of two dissipation com-
ponents 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 (e.g. Rogers et al., 2012). The component 𝑇1 is the
inherent breaking related to instabilities of waves and 𝑇2 is a cumula-
tive term that describes the dissipation of shorter waves triggered by
longer breaking waves,

𝑆ds,ST6(𝜎, 𝜃) =

[

𝑇1(𝜎) + 𝑇2(𝜎)

]

𝐸(𝜎, 𝜃). (13)

Here,

𝑇1(𝜎) = 𝑎1𝐴(𝜎)
𝜎
2𝜋

[

𝐸(𝜎) − 𝐸𝑇 (𝜎)
𝐸𝑇 (𝜎)

]𝑝1

(14)

nd

2(𝜎) = 𝑎2 ∫

𝜎

𝜎1

𝐴(𝜎′)
2𝜋

[

𝐸(𝜎′) − 𝐸𝑇 (𝜎′)
𝐸𝑇 (𝜎′)

]𝑝2

𝑑𝜎′, (15)

The threshold spectral density is 𝐸𝑇 = 𝐵nt
𝐴(𝜎)𝑐g𝑘3

, where 𝐵nt , 𝑎1 and 𝑎2
re constants. 𝑝1(=4) and 𝑝2(=4) are power coefficients and 𝜎1 is the

first prognostic frequency. A key feature of the ST6 formulation is that
there is no breaking unless the spectral energy density at that particular
frequency (𝜎) exceeds the threshold 𝐸T(𝜎).

2.1.4. Wave–wave interactions, bottom friction, and depth-limited breaking
The four-wave interactions (quadruplet) are modelled by the dis-

crete interaction approximation (DIA) by Hasselmann et al. (1985).
Nonlinear triad interaction is turned off since their effect is minor in
our (deep-water) area of interest. The bottom friction is represented by
the JONSWAP bottom friction (Hasselmann et al., 1973) (where 𝐶f ric =
0.067 m2 s−3 is the bottom friction coefficient according to Bouws and
Komen (1983)). Finally, the depth-limited wave breaking is represented
by the formulation of Battjes and Janssen (1978) with default settings
of 𝛼 = 1 and 𝛾 = 0.73.

3. Data and methods

The model was run in non-stationary mode with spherical coor-
dinates and a time step of 10 min (with 4 iterations of the implicit
scheme). The spectrum is resolved by 36 directional bins (10◦ direc-
tional resolution) and 32 logarithmically spaced frequencies from 0.04
to 1 Hz. The inner domain (D2) with a grid resolution of 250 m × 250 m
(red rectangle in the left panel of Fig. 1) is nested into the outer grid
4

D1) of 1 km × 1 km. The simulation period is from October 1, 2016
ntil April 30, 2018.

.1. Wind forcing

Because of the complex fjord topography, a high resolution wind
orcing is essential to faithfully reproduce local wind conditions. Such
ocal features may have a considerable effect on the wave growth
n a fjord, as discussed by Christakos et al. (2020a) and Herman
t al. (2019). In our study, the Advanced Research WRF (Skamarock
t al., 2008) state-of-the-art numerical weather prediction model ver-
ion 3.5.0 is applied to downscale the reanalysis ERA-Interim (Dee
t al., 2011) to a grid resolution of 0.5 km for the fjord system (Chris-
akos et al., 2020a). This downscaled wind product is hereafter called

RF0.5. Christakos et al. (2020a) showed that WRF0.5 slightly over-
stimated high wind speeds in the innermost locations of our study
rea, but nevertheless performed better than other available wind
roducts (the ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020), the hindcast
ORA10 (Reistad et al., 2011), and the operational numerical weather
rediction model AROME2.5). Wind input to the wave model is linearly
nterpolated to the SWAN grid from the 10 m height wind of WRF0.5.

.2. Boundary wave conditions

The wave conditions at the grid boundaries of the outer model
omain are obtained from the NORA10 hindcast with 3-hourly tem-
oral resolution (information on the spectral nesting and interpolation
n Breivik et al. (2009)). The wave component of NORA10 is a 10 km

AM model forced with winds from the High Resolution Limited Area
odel (HIRLAM) nested inside a 50 km North Atlantic WAM model

orced by ERA-40 winds (Reistad et al., 2011). The wave component is a
odified version of the WAM cycle 4 model (Guenther et al., 1992) set
p on a rotated latitude–longitude grid similar to the rotated spherical
rid used for HIRLAM. The outer domain covers the North Atlantic with
50 km grid resolution, thus allowing realistic swell propagation from

he North Atlantic to the Norwegian coast. Twenty-four directional bins
nd twenty-five frequencies (0.0420 to 0.4137 Hz) are used for the
ORA10 model setup.

No offshore measurements are available to verify the spectral
oundary conditions from NORA10, but several studies have investi-
ated the quality of the NORA10 wave hindcast. According to Aarnes
t al. (2012), a low bias of significant wave height between NORA10
nd observations located in the North Sea and the Norwegian Sea
s observed. Bruserud et al. (2016) found good agreement between
ORA10 and wave observations in the northern part of North Sea.

.3. Measurements

Measurements from SEAWATCH Wavescan buoys (FUGRO, 2012)
vailable via MET Norway’s Thredds Service (Furevik et al., 2020) are
sed to evaluate the performance of the different source term packages.
he measurement data contains integrated wave parameters, such as
ignificant wave height, peak wave period, mean wave period, mean
ave direction, as well as wind speed and wind direction. In addition,
ave spectra are provided for specific storm cases by Fugro OCEANOR
S, Norway. The buoy wind sensors are placed at 4.1 m above the sea

evel. Buoys D at 345 m water depth, A at 375 m, B at 325 m, C at 450
, and F at 217 m are deployed in the fjord system, as illustrated in

ig. 1. We used available measurement data from the following periods:
ctober 14, 2016–April 30, 2018 (location D), October 13, 2016–April
0, 2018 (locations A & B), April 27, 2017–April 30, 2018 (location C),
nd November 29, 2017–April 30, 2018 (location F).
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Fig. 2. Taylor diagram for validation of 𝐻s from different source term packages at
locations D, A, B, C, and F. The error metrics: the correlation coefficient (lines), the
normalized standard deviation (grey contours), and the centred root mean square error
(dark grey contours). Information about the quality of wind forcing (WRF0.5) in Fig.
4 (a) in Christakos et al. (2020a).

3.4. Wave and fetch parameters

We analyse the spectral wave parameters of significant wave height
𝐻s, the mean period 𝑇𝑚01, the peak period 𝑇p, and mean wave direction
𝜃. The model 𝑇𝑚01 is calculated by integrating up to maximum observed
frequency. We use the logarithmic wind profile to adjust the observed
wind speed from 4.1 m to 10 m (𝑈10) with a roughness length of 0.0002
m (e.g. Wang et al., 2018; Christakos et al., 2020a).
 b

5

Fig. 4. NBI as a function of dimensionless width at location F.

To investigate how the complex fetch geometry of the fjord system
affects the performance of the source term packages, the dimensionless
(effective) fetch (�̃�) is calculated using the following equations:

�̃� =
𝑔𝑋eff

𝑈2
10

(16)

here 𝑈10 is the model 10-m wind speed at the buoy location, and 𝑋eff
s the effective fetch (estimated in a 30-degree sector with 5 degree
ncrements):

eff =
∑6

𝑖=0 𝑋𝑖 cos2 𝜙𝑖
∑6

𝑖=0 cos𝜙𝑖

. (17)

Here 𝑋𝑖 is the fetch (in a straight line to the coast) and 𝜙𝑖 is the angle
from the wind direction in sectors 𝑖 = 0, 1,… , 6. The dimensionless
width is defined as

�̃�w =
𝑔𝑋w

𝑈2
10

. (18)

Here, 𝑋w is the width (distance across the fetch). The �̃�w is quantified

ecause the narrowness of a basin restricts the growth of the wave
Fig. 3. NBI and dimensionless fetch at locations A, B, C, and F.
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Fig. 5. Time series of wind speed (𝑈10), wind direction, significant wave height, mean
ave direction, and peak and mean period at location F (case I). Period: January 14,
018, at 00 UTC to January 16, 2018, at 12 UTC. Obs: Observations.

eight even if the fetch is long (Pettersson, 2004). The right-hand panel
f Fig. 1 shows estimated 𝑋𝑖 and 𝑋w at location F. Similar estimation
s performed for locations D, A, B, and C (not shown) where unlimited
etches are excluded in our study.

Finally, the normalized bias of 𝐻s is defined as

NBI =
𝐻s,mod −𝐻s,obs

𝐻s,obs
(19)

here 𝐻s,mod and 𝐻s,obs are the modelled and observed significant wave
eight. The use of NBI allows comparisons between areas with different
ave climate, e.g., exposed versus sheltered fjord locations. For the
stimation of NBI, only 𝐻s,mod and 𝐻s,obs values greater than 0.2 m are
onsidered.
6

4. Overall model performance and fetch geometry

Taylor diagram of error metrics (Taylor, 2001) for 𝐻s is illustrated
n Fig. 2. The applied error metrics (same definitions as in Christakos
t al., 2020a) are the correlation coefficient (𝑅), normalized stan-
ard deviation (NSTD) and normalized centred root mean square error
CRMSE). The different source term packages show similar performance
t the most exposed locations (D and A) with good scores for error
etrics, with NSTD close to 1 and 𝑅 approximately 0.9. Further into the

fjords the model performance degrades (0.8 < 𝑅 < 0.9 and NSTD > 1.1)
ith the worst performance at locations C and F. WESTH yields the best

esults in terms of 𝐻s for most of the measurement locations (D, A, B,
nd C), while ST6 performs worst in location F.

We plot the NBI as a function of dimensionless fetch to investigate
otential over/under-estimation related to the fetch geometry (Fig. 3).
n all the measurement locations, the highest overestimation of 𝐻s is
bserved at short–medium �̃� and decreases as �̃� increases as a power
unction. For large �̃�, the different source term packages show near
dentical results for most of the domain.

In exposed locations (A and B), the performance of the different
ackages has a weak dependency on �̃� since these areas are affected
ainly by strong swell. Only for low �̃�, which are linked to high
ind speeds, we observe some dependency. If judged by the fits to the
ata, all three packages perform similarly for long fetches. For short
imensionless fetches the WESTH package has the lowest NBI, while
T6 and KOMEN coincide. In the slightly more sheltered location C
he fits of the WESTH and ST6 packages still agree for the longest
etches, slightly outperforming the KOMEN package. Nonetheless, for
hort fetches the behaviour at C is similar to that at A and B.

In the most sheltered location (F), NBI depends more strongly on
̃ and we observe the highest NBI difference between the source
ackages. The wave climate in this location is characterized by no
well and strong local wind sea which is affected, as expected, by the
ind structure and the complex fetch geometry. We identify three �̃�

anges: (i) short (�̃� < 102), (ii) medium (102 ≤ �̃� ≤ 104), and (iii)
arge (�̃� > 104). The short range represents mainly very short fetches
𝑋 < 5 km). The medium range (5 km ≤ 𝑋 ≤ 21 km with moderate to
Fig. 6. Snapshot of spatial variation of 𝑆in + 𝑆ds (upper), 𝑈10 (middle), and 𝐻s (lower) over the fjord cross-section at location F (marked with dot in the upper left panel) at
January 15, 2018, at 09 UTC (case I).
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Fig. 7. Evolution of 𝑆in (positive values in upper panel), 𝑆ds (negative values in upper panel), 𝑆nl4 (middle panel), and their sum 𝑆in+ds+nl4 (lower panel) as a function of frequency
from January 14, 2018, at 00 UTC (calm conditions) to January 15, 2018, at 09 UTC (peak of wind speed) at location F (case I) for the three source term packages.
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strong winds) contains the values with the highest overestimation by
the different source term packages. For all parameterizations, the NBI
tends to zero for the largest range (low wind conditions). Although all
packages overestimate 𝐻s at F, ST6 shows the highest overestimation
in both short and medium ranges by up to approx. 50% compared to
KOMEN. This suggests that ST6 feeds too much energy to the dominant
frequency within these ranges.

A clear relation between NBI and �̃�w is also evident in Fig. 4. The
�̃�w is an indication of how the width restricts the growth within the
fjord. Similar to �̃�, the NBI is high for short–medium �̃�w while it tends
to zero for large �̃�w. This indicates a degrading model performance
when the fetch geometry becomes more narrow, which is especially
evident for ST6. The majority of the high NBI (at F) cases are linked
to southeast wave direction (yellow fetches/width in Fig. 1) which is
characterized by strong wind channelling (Christakos et al., 2020a). All
in all, at F the dimensionless width is a better explanation for the model
performance than the dimensionless (effective) fetch, even though the
effective fetch contains some information about the narrowness of the
fetch geometry.

In the following we investigate two cases: (I) narrow fetch geometry
without swell, and (II) narrow fetch geometry with mixed wind sea-
swell. Case I focuses on the most problematic area (location F) where
the highest differences between the packages are observed and a clear
link between fjord geometry and NBI exists. Location F, which is lo-
cated at the junction between three narrow fjords, can be considered a
natural laboratory for very narrow fetch conditions. The case II presents
 t

7

a case of mixed sea state (locations D, A and B) under strong wind
forcing at semi-closed and narrow fetch geometry.

4.1. Case I: Narrow fetch geometry with no swell

On January 15, 2018, offshore winds greater than 15 m s−1 from
southeast generated a strong local wind sea in location F (Fig. 5).
During most of the time the dimensionless fetch is between 102 and
103 and the dimensionless width varies roughly from 70 and 350 at
location F where high NBI is observed (Figs. 3 and 4). Although the
complex orography caused wind channelling in the fjord, the high
resolution WRF model has been shown to reproduce such local effects
well (Christakos et al., 2020a).

The observed 𝐻s in location F reached 1 m with 𝜃 about 130–
150◦ (Fig. 5). The 𝑇p and 𝑇𝑚01 ranged from 2.5 to 4 s and 2.5 to
3 s, respectively. Modelled and observed wind directions were in
good agreement, varying from 120–160◦. A slight overestimation of
the modelled wind speed at buoy location F, of about 2–3 m s−1,

as observed. However, considering the complex fjord orography, the
uality of the wind forcing can be characterized as good. Regarding 𝐻s,
e see large differences between the different source term packages.
T6 exhibits the highest values of 𝐻s with up to 1 m difference
ompared to observations. The default package KOMEN shows the
est performance with differences of at most 0.3 m compared to the
bservations. Similar results are observed for 𝑇p and 𝑇𝑚01; ST6 shows
he largest over-estimation compared to the observed values.
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Fig. 8. Top: averaged frequency spectra for KOMEN, WESTH and ST6 (𝐴 = 1 in 𝑆ds and HWANG, FAN, and ECWMF drag formulations) simulations in the linear (left) and the
ogarithmic (right) scale for period January 14, 2018, at 18 UTC to January 15, 2018, at 18 UTC (case I) at F. Bottom: averaged frequency spectra for ST6 simulations using (i)
ctual 𝐴 (𝐴 ≠ 1) in 𝑆ds with HWANG/FAN and, (ii) a constant 𝐴 = 1.2 in 𝑆ds with FAN in the linear (left) and the logarithmic (right) scale for the same period as the top panel.
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The spatial variation of 𝑆in+ds, 𝑈10, and 𝐻s is presented in Fig. 6.
he spatial variation of 𝑆in+ds reflects the 𝑈10 variation (channelling)
ithin the fjord. As expected, similarities in spatial variation between
in+ds, 𝐻s, and 𝑇p (not shown) are observed. Up to 40% of the fjord area
as 𝐻s > 1.5 m and 𝑇p > 4.5 s in the ST6 simulations. The respective
rea for KOMEN and WESTH is much smaller and concentrated around
uoy F.

To further analyse the model performance, the source terms 𝑆in, 𝑆ds,
nl4, and their sum, 𝑆in+ds+nl4 are plotted as a function of 𝑓 for four
elected times from January 14, 2018, at 00 UTC (calm conditions)
o January 15, 2018, at 09 UTC (peak of wind speed) (Fig. 7). ST6
hows much higher 𝑆in peak levels than the other packages. More
pecifically, for the dominant waves the absolute values of 𝑆in and 𝑆ds
re roughly an order of magnitude higher in ST6 than in KOMEN on
anuary 15, 2018, at 09 UTC. Source terms of KOMEN and WESTH
how similar performance with the latter giving slightly higher values.
s expected, 𝑆nl4 reflects the magnitude of 𝑆in and 𝑆ds. Consequently,

he sum 𝑆in+ds+nl4 in ST6 shows the highest values, about 3 times as
igh as in KOMEN. WESTH and KOMEN shows similar values, with the
ormer being slightly higher.

The energy of the dominant waves is about 3–4 times as high in
T6 as the observed values (Fig. 8, top panel). KOMEN and WESTH
verestimate the energy of the dominant waves by about 50%. In
ddition ST6 underestimates the peak frequency by about 0.1 Hz while
OMEN and WESTH underestimate it by about 0.05 Hz. The best
erformance is found with KOMEN both in terms of peak energy density
nd the location of the peak frequency. For the high-frequency tail
𝑓 > 0.3 Hz), ST6 matches the observations, while KOMEN and WESTH
how too high energy densities.

The high energy overestimation of the dominant waves in ST6 for
uch narrow fetch geometries merits further analysis. For this reason,
e investigate the sensitivity of ST6 on: (i) wind drag formulations, and

ii) the narrowness 𝐴.

i) The wind drag formulations are used to scale the input wind forcing

(𝑈10) to 𝑢∗, which is applied to 𝑆in. Applying ECMWF and FAN

8

wind drag formulas, the density level at the peak has reduced by
15% and 23%, respectively, while there is no negative impact on
the good performance of the spectral tail (Fig. 8, top panel).

ii) As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, the narrowness 𝐴 in 𝑆ds,ST6 is
omitted by setting it to unity (default). Using the actual 𝐴
(𝐴 ≠ 1) with the wind drag formulations by HWANG/FAN, we
observe a reduction of the density level peak by about 33∕50%
(Fig. 8, bottom panel), thus almost matching the performance
of the other packages. However, the use of the actual 𝐴 yields
an overestimation in the spectral tail. The use of FAN with a
constant narrowness 𝐴 = 1.2 in 𝑆ds,ST6 shows similar results to
when using 𝐴 ≠ 1 for the dominant waves, with only a small
negative bias for the spectral tail.

.2. Case II: Narrow fetch geometry with mixed wind sea-swell

On December 26, 2016, a severe winter storm, known as Urd, passed
he Norwegian Sea and reached the west coast of Norway. Significant
ave heights up to 6 m were recorded in location D. Fig. 9 shows

he time variation of the model and observed wind speed and wind
irection for the storm Urd at location D, A, and B. The wind speed
xceeded 15 m s−1 at location D, and reached 20 m s−1 at locations A
nd B. The model wind speed and direction agrees with observations at
ocations A and B, but the wind speed is slightly overestimated at D. 𝐻s
eached 3.6 m at A and 2.2 m at B. The peak wave period 𝑇p and the
ean wave period 𝑇𝑚01 varied from 8 to 16 s and 4 to 10 s, respectively.
he mean wave direction (𝜃) was westerly and northwesterly.

Differences between the source term packages are observed mainly
n 𝐻s, which is over-predicted by all packages, but WESTH and KOMEN
erform best. They show similar performance for 𝜃, being in good
ccord with observed values. The packages behave nearly identically
or 𝑇p, following the observations. The high variation in the observa-
ions is likely caused by statistical variability, which is not expected
o be reproduced by the model. In sheltered locations, swell energy is
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Fig. 9. Time series of wind speed (𝑈10), wind direction, significant wave height, mean
ave direction, and peak and mean period at locations D, A, and B (case II). Period:
ecember 25, 2016, at 12 UTC to December 27, 2016, at 12 UTC.

ess dominant compared to wind sea, thus the peak period is shifting
etween values of 8 s (old wind sea) and 16 s (swell). The model shows
ood performance for 𝑇 with some deviations observed between the
𝑚01

9

source term packages. At location B, WESTH and ST6 agree on the
mean period 𝑇𝑚01, showing slightly higher values than those of KOMEN.

There are strong similarities in the spatial variation of 𝑆in+ds mag-
nitude (Fig. 10—top). KOMEN and WESTH show similar 𝑆in+ds values
while the values of ST6 are considerably higher, especially in Sulafjor-
den where strong wind channelling is observed (Fig. 10—middle). The
𝑆f ric and 𝑆brk are significant only in the small shallow areas around
islands off the fjord system (not shown).

ST6 shows the highest 𝐻s values, offshore up to 10.7 m. It also
shows the deepest penetration of high waves into the Sulafjorden,
followed by WESTH and then KOMEN (Fig. 10—bottom). The lowest
wave heights both offshore and within the fjord system are shown by
KOMEN. Differences are mainly seen within the fjord system where ST6
shows higher 𝐻s because of larger 𝑆in+ds values compared to KOMEN
and WESTH.

The spatial variation of 𝑇p shows insignificant differences between
the packages along the coast, since it is mainly affected by the boundary
conditions (not shown). Along the coast 𝑇p is 17.5 s, while being below
5 s within the fjord system. All the packages predict similarly the
reduction of 𝑇p outside Sulafjorden that are due to changes in the
bathymetry. Differences in 𝑇p are mainly observed in Sulafjorden where
ST6 shows a deeper penetration of longer waves within the fjord.

To compare the ability of the packages to model the observed shape
of spectra, Fig. 11 presents the average frequency spectra in the linear
and the logarithmic scale. In location D, most exposed to the open sea,
the different packages show quite similar spectral shapes and magni-
tudes. Some differences are detected in the inlet of Sulafjorden (location
A) for frequencies 𝑓 > 0.1 Hz, and the differences are even more
pronounced within Sulafjorden (location B). For the high frequency
tail (𝑓 > 0.3 Hz) the different source term packages perform quite
similarly at location D. Deviations between the packages are detected
at locations A and B where ST6 and WESTH show the best performance
when evaluated against observations.

5. Discussion

The saturation-based white-capping approach (WESTH) provides
the best model performance in terms of 𝐻s in locations where mixed
wind sea-swell conditions are observed. This is in accordance with
findings of van der Westhuysen et al. (2007) who showed that the
saturation-based formulation outperformed the pressure pulse approach
of Komen in such mixed conditions. The results show a strong wind
input in ST6, which is particularly problematic in case I with the
extremely narrow fetch geometry.

In narrow fetch geometry with no swell, ST6 captures the energy
of the high frequency tail well but overestimates strongly the energy
of the dominant waves, yielding too high 𝐻s. In these areas, the
fetch geometry plays a crucial role in wave dynamics. Within the
medium fetch range (fetches between 5 and 21 km under moderate to
strong wind conditions) all the applied packages perform quite poorly
(location F). This overestimation is especially strong for ST6 because of
a strong 𝑆in, which is unbalanced due to a weak 𝑆ds.

The highest NBI is found within the medium range about �̃� = 103 at
narrow fetch geometry (location F), e.g. fetches at 20 km with a wind
speed of about 14 m s−1. For much larger scales, these dimensionless
fetch values can be equivalent to a fetch of 100 km, with wind speeds
at 30 m s−1. Large values of NBI are also detected at approx. �̃�w = 300
in location F. For fjord areas, this represents widths of about 3 km, with
a wind speed of about 10 m s−1. If we scale it again to larger regions,
it is approximately equivalent to a width of 20 km with wind speeds of
25 m s−1. Therefore, the inaccuracies detected in this study might be
relevant also for significantly larger water bodies during high winds.

Several factors can cause the high energy observed in narrow fetches
by ST6. They can be grouped into two categories, (i) direct factors
which are related to the formulation of wind input and white-capping,
and (ii) indirect factors that are connected to effects triggered by
e.g. non-linear interactions, wind drag, and forcing.
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Fig. 10. Snapshot of spatial variation of 𝑆in + 𝑆ds (upper), 𝑈10 (middle), and 𝐻s (lower) over the fjord system at December 26, 2016, at 18 UTC (case II). The buoy locations are
marked with dots (upper left panel): D (westernmost buoy), A, and B (easternmost buoy).
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5.1. (i) Direct factors

Rogers et al. (2012) found a problematic energy growth in ST6 at
the young wave age stage due to (i) the quadratic relationship between
𝑆in and inverse wave age, and (ii) the dependency of 𝑆in on the spectral
saturation 𝐵𝑛 (Eq. (8)). In KOMEN, 𝑆in has a linear dependency on
he inverse wave age for all wind conditions. In WESTH, the relation-
hip is linear for low winds and quadratic for stronger winds. The
inear relationship in KOMEN potentially explains the relatively low
in values.

The source term formulations of WESTH and ST6 use an isotropic
pectral saturation. According to Ardhuin et al. (2010), using a
irection-dependent saturation can allow for a control of directional
pread and improve the overall results. According to Pettersson (2004)
narrow fetch geometry influences the directional distribution of the

ominant waves. Hence, an isotropic white-capping might therefore
ot be fully appropriate for fjord wave modelling. Accounting for the
irectional spread in 𝑆ds,ST6 by using the actual narrowness 𝐴 shows
n improvement for the dominant waves but, as discussed by Rogers
t al. (2012), it leads to lower dissipation in the high frequencies. In
arrow fetch geometries, selecting a constant (not unity) narrowness
e.g. 𝐴 = 1.2 in case I) can improve the performance for both the larger
dominant) and shorter waves.

Babanin et al. (2010) suggested that dependence between 𝑇1,2 and
he exceedance level (𝐸 −𝐸𝑇 ) should be linear. However, Rogers et al.
2003) found that a nonlinear relationship, obtained by setting 𝑝1 =
2 = 4 (the default in SWAN), is essential to balance the strong 𝑆in. In
ur case, these default values seem to provide still too weak 𝑆ds and
further increase of nonlinearity by setting 𝑝1 = 𝑝2 = 6 improves

onsiderably the wave height estimates (not shown). However, this
ncreases the dissipation in high frequencies with a negative impact on
pectral tail.

Even if the model performance in exposed locations is generally
ood for ST6, there are inaccuracies regarding the density peak level,
hich describes the energy of the dominant waves. Rogers et al.

2012) presents a third dissipation term (𝑇3 in their study, see also the

umulative Steepness Method (CSM) by van Vledder and Hurdle (2002)

10
nd Hurdle and van Vledder (2004)) which provides a formulation for
he straining mechanism. In contrast to 𝑇2, this term accounts for the
hange of the short wave steepness by the underlying longer waves. The
ffect can be considered important in the exposed fjord locations where
hort waves (local wind sea) coexist with non-breaking larger waves
swell or old wind sea). Its implementation in 𝑆ds may provide a better
alance to strong 𝑆in under mixed swell-wind sea conditions. We expect
hat this term should have a minor effect on sheltered locations (with
eak or no swell). However, more observational studies and numerical

imulations are required to investigate this effect.
The wind input in the applied packages assume a stable air–sea

oundary layer since changes in the air and sea temperatures or den-
ities are not considered in their formulation (𝜌a∕𝜌w is constant in
WAN). This assumption might not be appropriate in our study area.
orwegian fjord climate is associated with (i) rapid changes in weather
onditions, e.g., sharp changes in air density by atmospheric front
assages and (ii) proximity to land with fresh water discharges that
nfluence the density ratio and consequently the wind input.

.2. (ii) Indirect factors

Christakos et al. (2020a) found that WRF0.5 has an overall good
erformance in the fjord system. However, the evaluation is based
n the 5 measurement locations and did not draw firm conclusions
bout the wind quality over the whole fjord system. Considering the
omplexity of the orography possible inaccuracies in wind forcing along
he fjords are transferred to 𝑆in, affecting the wave growth.

The energy growth in ST6 is much stronger than in the other
ackages. In contrast to older wind input formulations which add
he bulk around the spectral peak, the 𝑆in in ST6 adds more en-

ergy to higher frequencies (Rogers et al., 2012). This possibly affects
the DIA which in turn will redistribute energy to lower frequencies
more vigorously, growing the wave field faster compared to other
formulations. Therefore, the resulting high density level at location F
could be to some extent due to DIA. Liu et al. (2019) discussed that
their ST6 results using DIA show higher sensitivity to fetch geometry
compared to the Generalized Multiple DIA (Tolman, 2008, GMD) and
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Fig. 11. Averaged frequency spectra in the linear (left) and the logarithmic (right) scale using different source term packages for period December 26, 2016, at 14 UTC to
ecember 27, 2016, at 06 UTC (case II) at locations D, A, and B.
he Webb–Resio–Tracy method (Webb, 1978; Tracy and Resio, 1982,
RT).
The use of different wind drag formulations in narrow fetch con-

itions revealed their importance. The wind drag formulations that
ake into account the wave impact on 𝑢∗ estimation using iterative
ethods, i.e., FAN and ECMWF, provide more accurate results than the
efault formulation in ST6. In narrow fetches even small changes in the
ertical wind profile induced by waves can affect the spectral shape.
ence, accounting for the wave–atmosphere coupling can provide a
ore physical representation of 𝑢∗ and, consequently, more accurate
in.

There are other types of forcing which are not considered in the
resent study but might affect the fjord wave modelling. The rain,
iver run-off, surface currents and tides may play an important role
n the fjord wave evolution. Rain affects the wind input and dis-
ipation of surface waves (more details in Cavaleri et al. (2015)).
uring heavy rainfall or melting of snow or ice, river run-off cre-
tes freshwater plumes that can also influence the wave growth and
irection. Surface currents and tides can affect the waves through
everal processes, such as a change of the relative wind speed, the
11
Doppler shift, the concertina effect (e.g. Ardhuin, 2019), wave refrac-
tion, and energy bunching/stretching. Future studies using a coupled
ocean–wave–atmosphere system is needed to quantify and evaluate the
importance of these effects in a fjord system.

6. Summary and conclusions

Accurate modelling of wave conditions in complex coastal areas
is a challenging issue. In addition to the uncertainties due to the
quality of the boundary wave conditions and the wind forcing, the
choice of physics is found to be very important. We have investigated
the performance of three different source term packages available in
SWAN. The packages were evaluated by comparing their results against
buoy measurements at five different locations, using both long-term
statistics and detailed case studies.

All applied packages perform well for the most exposed locations
(D and A). For the more sheltered locations, the packages show pro-
nounced differences. The WESTH package provides the best overall
performance in terms of 𝐻s in most measurement locations with mixed
swell-wind sea conditions (D, A, B, and C). The KOMEN package
performs the best in terms of 𝐻 in the location with no exposure
s
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to the open sea (F). ST6 package shows a strong positive 𝐻s bias in
sheltered areas (no swell). For high frequencies the different source
term packages perform quite similarly at the outermost location, while
significant deviations between the packages are detected at locations A
and B, where ST6 and WESTH are the most accurate.

In exposed areas a weak dependency between fetch geometry and
model accuracy is found, as expected, because of the dominant role
of swell. In narrow fjord areas with no swell, the fetch geometry has
a distinct effect on model performance. In such areas, the narrow
fetch combined with wind channelling induced by the steep mountains
surrounding the fjord significantly affects the model results. These
conditions give rise to large differences in the performance of the
applied source packages. The effect that the fetch geometry has on the
accuracy of 𝐻s is best explained by the dimensionless width of the basin
(�̃�w), as opposed to the dimensionless (effective) fetch. Values of �̃�w
hat were found problematic for the wave model are possible even in
arger scales during sufficiently strong wind.

In the fjord system, the deep-water source terms 𝑆in and 𝑆ds con-
tribute the most to the total energy. The ST6 white-capping is too weak
to balance the strong 𝑆in, resulting in overestimation of density spectra
and thus of 𝐻s. Both cases show that ST6 is more sensitive to narrow
fetch geometry and variations in the local wind speed than the other
packages.
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